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Omega Announces Integration with iTimeKeep iPad and iPhone Apps, Providing
Automatically Synchronized Time Entry from iPads and iPhones
SCOTTSDALE—December 6, 2011—Omega Legal Systems announces a new integration with Bellefield
Systems’ iTimeKeep iPad and iPhone applications.
Using iTimeKeep, Omega customers can now enter time directly from their iPad or iPhone via wireless
connection and their entries automatically synchronize and register in Omega Legal’s financial management
system in real time. Also, when new clients, matters, tasks and activity codes are added to Omega Legal,
iTimeKeep immediately renders them visible on the iPad or iPhone. Cloud-based iTimeKeep applies multiple
levels of security to ensure that data is transferred safely from one system to the other.
Setup for the integration is straightforward. Omega clients simply download the free iTimeKeep app from the
Apple Store and Omega sets up the integration on the database back-end.
“We announced iTimeKeep at our Educational Conference and the response was exceptional; John Kuntz
from Bellefield Systems was swamped with our clients getting demonstrations and information. They were
excited to be able to offer iPad and iPhone time entry to their attorneys,” said Keith Gall, vice president,
Omega Legal Systems.
According to John Kuntz, Principal and Co-Founder of Bellefield Systems, “Recent statistics show that lawyers
‘leak’ significant billable time by not capturing time entries immediately, and this can cost them and their firm
thousands of dollars per attorney per year. iTimeKeep changes the game by enabling professionals to enter
time instantly from their iPads and iPhones, and now they can send those entries directly to the Omega Legal
financial systems database so the time can be billed promptly. Our mutual customers and the law firms they
work for will benefit greatly from this connection.”
About Omega Legal Systems, Inc.
Omega is a privately held Scottsdale-based company that provides mid-to-large size law firms an integrated
financial and practice management software suite that sets the standard for return on investment, system
performance and service. Since 1975, Omega has been solving critical business issues for law firms,
improving their profitability, productivity and efficiency. For more information, visit www.OmegaLegal.com or
call 1.800.356.1339.
About Bellefield Systems, LLC
Bellefield is a leading innovator in Legal Mobile Technologies, bridging the gap between enterprise software,
mobile devices, and desktop applications. Bellefield’s mobile strategy is based on Bellefield Connect, the most
robust and secure mobile data platform designed specifically for legal. Guiding the way in mobile computing for
legal, Bellefield has released iDocExplorer which enables mobile access to documents, and iTimeKeep, the
leading application enabling time entry from iPads and iPhones. For more information, visit
www.bellefield.com.
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